Coordinated Regulation of Pathways for Enhanced Cell Motility and Chemotaxis Is Conserved in Rat and Mouse Mammary Tumors
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Abstract

Correlating tumor cell behavior in vivo with patterns of gene expression has led to new insights into the microenvironment of tumor cells in the primary tumor. Until now, these studies have been done with cell line–derived tumors. In the current study, we have analyzed, in polyoma middle T oncogene (PyMT)–derived mammary tumors, tumor cell behavior and gene expression patterns of the invasive subpopulation of tumor cells by multiphoton-based intravital imaging and microarray-based expression profiling, respectively. Our results indicate that the patterns of cell behavior that contribute to invasion and metastasis in the PyMT tumor are similar to those seen previously in rat MTLn3 cell line–derived mammary tumors. The invasive tumor cells collected from PyMT mouse mammary tumors, like their counterparts from rat xenograft mammary tumors, are a population that is relatively nondividing and nonapoptotic but chemotherapy resistant and chemotactic. Changes in the expression of genes that occur uniquely in the invasive subpopulation of tumor cells in the PyMT mammary tumors that fall on the Arp2/3 complex, capping protein and cofilin pathways show a pattern like that seen previously in invasive tumor cells from the MTLn3 cell line–derived tumors. These changes predict an enhanced activity of the cofilin pathway, and this was confirmed in isolated invasive PyMT tumor cells. We conclude that changes in gene expression and their related changes in cell behavior, which were identified in the invasive tumor cells of cell line–derived tumors, are conserved in the invasive tumor cells of PyMT-derived mouse mammary tumors, although these tumor types have different genetic origins.

Introduction

Critical to an understanding of the process of cancer metastasis is the examination of the behavior of tumor cells that are metastasizing from the primary tumor. Correlating cell behavior in vivo with patterns of gene expression can lead to new insights into the microenvironment of carcinoma cells in the primary tumor and the molecular mechanisms behind cell behavior. We have used the xenograft model of the paired rat mammary cancer MTLn3/MTC cells to study the behavior of tumor cells during invasion and metastasis (1). Using multiphoton microscopy, we found five major differences in tumor cell behavior between the nonmetastatic MTC and metastatic MTLn3 cell line–derived primary mammary tumors involving differences in adhesion to extracellular matrix, cell motility, and chemotaxis. These behavioral differences were correlated with seven categories of molecules that were differentially expressed and related to these behaviors (1).

A xenograft tumor model was used in the above studies where a bolus of cells was injected into the mammary gland of the rat. Because these tumors do not show the usual histology and progression seen clinically, another animal model that is clinically relevant was chosen for further work on tumor cell behavior and expression profiling in vivo. Here, we used a mouse model of breast cancer that resembles the human disease in both morphology and progression, the polyoma middle T oncogene (PyMT)–derived mammary tumor (2, 3). Female mice carrying Cre recombinase driven by the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoter, and Cre-activatable EGFP (CAG-CAT-EGFP; ref. 4) transgenes showed brightly fluorescent cells in the mammary gland and/or PyMT tumor (5). The ability to image tumor cells in transgenic animals allows, for the first time, the evaluation of tumor cell behavior in tumors that have developed directly from the mammary epithelium.

In the current study, using PyMT-derived mammary tumors, tumor cell behavior and gene expression patterns of the invasive carcinoma cells were analyzed by intravital imaging and microarray-based profiling, respectively. Our results show a different pattern of gene expression between the invasive tumor cells and the general population of tumor cells in the PyMT primary tumors. These differences can be related to the ability of the tumor cells to invade through the surrounding stroma and migrate into the blood vessels. We also show that changes in cell behavior and gene expression in the invasive tumor cells that were identified in the MTLn3 rat model, such as the activity status of the cofilin pathway and the proliferation and apoptosis status, are conserved in the invasive tumor cells of PyMT-derived mouse mammary tumors.

Materials and Methods

Mice. Transgenic mice were maintained on a segregating FVB-C3H/B6 background. The details of the origin and identification of MMTV-PyMT, MMTV-Cre, CAG-CAT-EGFP, and MMTV-Cre/CAG-CAT-EGFP/MMTV-PyMT mice have been described previously (4, 5).

Multiphoton microscopy. Tumor imaging using multiphoton microscopy was done as described previously (5). The objective used was a 20× Plan Apo 0.7 numerical aperture (air), and images were collected at a field size of 512 × 512 μm at a depth of 3–10 cell diameters into the tumor. Images were processed using NIH Image 1.61/ppc and Adobe Photoshop. Pixel intensity of fluorescence and second harmonic–generated photons was quantified by subtracting the background from the total pixel intensity of the region of interest.

Note: Supplementary data for this article are available at Cancer Research Online (http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/).
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Cell behavior analysis. Cancer cells were identified by their green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence, whereas host cells were identified as shadows due to their ability to scatter light from the green tumor cells (5). Cancer and host cell movements were further subdivided in relation to their movement relative to extracellular matrix (ECM) fibers. ECM fibers were visualized by second-harmonic generation of scattered photons. Cell movements on ECM fibers were scored as (a) ECM-associated translocation and (b) cell movements not associated with ECM fibers. Each type of cell movement was recorded from 20 fields in 11 animals. Cell motility was visualized by time-lapse multiphoton microscopy by taking an image at 1-min intervals for at least 30 min. Motion analysis was carried out using two-dimensional Dynamic Image Analysis System software. The polarization...
of tumor cells toward blood vessels was scored as described previously (6) as the percentage of blood vessels per 200 × 200 μm imaging field with four or more tumor cells adjacent to the vessel, with their long axes polarized toward the vessel. To account for tissue orientation that was not related to polarization of individual tumor cells toward vessels, tumor cells adjacent to a vessel were scored as randomly oriented with regard to vessels if neighboring cells more than two cell diameters distant from the vessel were also oriented toward the vessel.

Collection of invasive tumor cells and the general population of primary tumor cells. The invasive cells were collected from PyMT tumors using chemotaxis, with microneedles containing either epidermal growth factor (EGF) or colony-stimulating factor 1 (CSF1). Macrophages were removed from this population using MACS CD11b Microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) as described previously (7). To isolate the general population of primary tumor cells, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) was done based on the GFP expression in tumor cells (7). In addition, a portion of the FACS-sorted tumor cells was also plated onto Matrigel and stimulated with EGF for 4 h. This is used to identify genes that are affected by FACS, Matrigel, and EGF-mediated collection. Changes in expression due to these stimuli were subtracted so that only changes in gene expression from the tumor microenvironment were scored (7).

Cell proliferation and apoptosis assays. The invasive and general population of primary tumor cells were allowed to adhere overnight in collagen-coated Mytek dishes in DMEM with 20% fetal bovine serum and gentamycin (50 μg/mL). Subsequently, bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd; BD Biosciences) was added to the cells in culture (10 μmol/L final concentration) and incubated overnight. Incorporation of BrdUrd in the cells was detected using BrdUrd In situ Detection Kit (BD Biosciences) following the manufacturer's protocol. The carcinoma cells were identified by the presence of GFP, and the proliferating cells were identified by the incorporation of BrdUrd in the nuclei. The nuclei were counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole for better identification. The results are presented as percentage of proliferating cells compared with all the carcinoma cells.

For apoptosis assays, the invasive tumor cells and general population of primary tumor cells were cultured and tested as described previously (8). The cells were challenged with tamoxifen (Sigma, St. Louis, MO; 5 μmol/L).

Barbed end assay. Quantification of free barbed ends in the invasive and general population of primary tumor cells was done as previously described (9).

RNA extraction, amplification, probe labeling, and microarray hybridization. RNA extraction, reverse transcription, SMART PCR amplification, microarray probe labeling, hybridization, and image collection were described in previous studies (7). Three independently isolated RNA samples were amplified and used to generate probes for the microarray analysis.

Quality control and significance analysis of microarrays. The scanned images were analyzed using the software GenePix (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA), and an absolute intensity value was obtained for both the channels. The data filtering, global LOWESS normalization normalization, and significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) were done as described previously (7, 8). The SAM algorithm performs a significance analysis by comparing the relative variance of the replicates between the samples.

Real-time PCR confirmation. To verify the data obtained from microarrays, quantitative real-time PCR analysis of selected overexpressed and underexpressed genes was done using the ABI 7900 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with sequence-specific primer pairs for all genes tested (see Supplementary Table S1 for primer sequences, amplicon size, and annealing temperature) as described previously (7, 8). Three independently amplified RNA samples were used for the real-time PCR assays, and each sample was tested in three independent repeats for all the genes analyzed. Housekeeping gene β-actin was used for normalization.

Results and Discussion

Patterns of cell behaviors that contribute to invasion and metastasis in the PyMT tumor. In our previous studies with cell line–derived tumors, tumor cell behaviors were observed in orthotopic models in vivo that relate to metastatic potential (1, 5, 6), such as (a) linear high-velocity motility of tumor cells along collagen fibers, (b) increased tumor cell polarity and locomotion toward blood vessels, and (c) the ability of metastatic tumor cells to...
Table 1. Differentially expressed genes in the minimum motility pathways are compared in the invasive tumor cells from both MTLn3 and PyMT mammary tumors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genes support the minimum motility pathway</th>
<th>MTLn3 invasive cells</th>
<th>PyMT invasive cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>2–20</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3 kinase 6</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC 6</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RhoA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCK1</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAK1</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCz</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capping protein</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVL</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMK1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH1</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cofilin 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arp2/3</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>4–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZBP1</td>
<td>0.1–0.25</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAVE3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: NC, no change.

remain intact during intravasation. In the current study, several behaviors seen previously in cell line–derived tumors were observed again in the PyMT tumors. As shown in Fig. 1, these common behaviors are as follows:

- Tumor cells in primary PyMT mammary tumors move as solitary cells at up to 10 times the velocity seen in vitro. The highest velocities (3.9 ± 0.28 μm/min) are observed for tumor cells in PyMT tumors that are moving along linear paths in association with ECM fibers.

- Tumor cells in PyMT tumors are polarized toward blood vessels. Tumor cell polarization toward blood vessels was scored blind as described previously (6). We found that 68 ± 4.5% of vessels in PyMT mammary tumors at 16 to 18 weeks had tumors cells polarized toward them (n = 113 vessels in 30 fields, SE) consistent with what was seen in cell line–derived metastatic mammary tumors studied previously (6, 10). Furthermore, tumor cell movement has been shown to occur most frequently around blood vessels and the invasive front of the tumor in association with macrophages in PyMT mammary tumors (11).

- As shown in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Movies S1 to S3, host and tumor cell migration was scored in relation to their movements on ECM fibers and in relation to each other. Our results show that both host and tumor cells exhibit ECM fiber-dependent and fiber-independent migration, whereas the tumor cells had both a higher frequency of movement and ECM fiber-dependent movement, compared with the host cells.

The invasive cells are less proliferating and more apoptotic. Ideally, to understand motility, invasion, and metastasis, the invasive tumor cell population must be isolated and directly studied. Based on the chemotaxis of tumor cells to blood vessels, we have developed an in vivo invasion assay, which allows us to collect invasive cells from live primary tumors in mice and rats using chemotaxis to microneedles containing chemotactants like EGF and CSF1 to mimic chemotactic signals from blood vessels and surrounding tissue (5, 11). Using this method to collect invasive tumor cells from MTLn3 cell-derived primary tumors, we have shown in our previous studies that the invasive tumor cells are a population that is neither dividing nor apoptotic (7, 8).

In the current study, we tested the apoptosis and proliferation status in the invasive tumor cells collected from the PyMT-derived mammary tumors of transgenic mice using chemotaxis to determine if they resemble the properties of invasive tumor cells isolated from cell line–derived tumors. As shown in Fig. 2, the invasive tumor cells from PyMT tumors are both hypoapoptotic and hypoproliferative. The isolated invasive tumor cells show significantly reduced apoptosis and proliferation as compared with the general population of tumor cells that were FACS sorted from the primary tumor. These data also indicate that the invasive cells are resistant to chemotherapeutic drugs like tamoxifen. Therefore, the invasive tumor cells collected from PyMT mouse mammary tumors, like their counterparts from rat xenograft mammary tumors, are a population that is relatively nondividing and nonapoptotic but chemotherapy resistant.

The invasive tumor cells from MTLn3-derived and PyMT primary tumors share a similar invasion signature. The in vivo invasion assay has been used with array-based gene expression analysis to investigate the gene expression patterns of invasive tumor cells isolated from primary tumors by chemotaxis (7). By comparing gene expression patterns of invasive tumor cells collected using the in vivo invasion assay to those of the general population of tumor cells isolated from the same cell line–derived primary tumor, patterns of gene expression unique to the invasive subpopulation of cells were identified and characterize the invasive cells as being highly chemotactic (7, 8).

In the current study, microarray analysis was done on both the invasive and general populations of tumor cells collected from PyMT tumors, using the same strategy as in our previous studies (7, 8), to determine if a similar pattern of gene expression unique to invasive tumor cells was occurring in both cell line–derived and PyMT tumors. Differential gene expression analysis comparing the invasive and general population of PyMT primary tumor cells was done using SAM at 3% false discovery rate level. After removal of EGF and Matrigel-regulated genes along with expressed sequence tags with no homology to known genes, comparison of the invasive tumor cell subpopulation collected with the in vivo invasion assay with the general tumor cell population resulted in a set of about 900 genes in which expression is changed in the PyMT invasive tumor cell subpopulation (Supplementary Table S2). This gene list provides a general resource of possible targets for future anti-invasion therapy. For this report, we have analyzed this list from the perspective of cell motility and chemotaxis, which is critical to invasion during metastasis (12).

We have shown in a previous study using MTLn3 cell line–derived mammary tumors that the genes coding for the pathways leading to the three end-stage effectors (Arp2/3 complex, capping protein, and cofilin) of the minimum motility machine that regulates β-actin polymerization at the leading edge and, therefore, the motility and chemotaxis of carcinoma cells (9, 13, 14), were up-regulated in the invasive tumor cells from cell line–derived
mammary tumors (7). As shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1, the genes that are regulated in the invasive tumor cells from PyMT tumors that fall on the Arp2/3 complex, capping protein, and cofilin pathways show a similar pattern to that seen previously in invasive tumor cells from the MTLn3 cell line–derived tumors. Furthermore, the expression pattern derived for invasive cells from PyMT tumors was identical regardless of whether EGF or CSF1 was used to collect the invasive population of tumor cells (Fig. 3B). This result indicates that the paracrine-mediated relay chemotaxis between macrophages and tumor cells identified previously (5, 15) is involved in the collection of invasive tumor cells from PyMT tumors using the in vivo invasion assay. Furthermore, this result indicates that the microenvironment of the tumor, and not the collecting ligand, determines the gene expression profile of the invasive tumor cell population.

The Arp 2/3 complex, capping protein, and cofilin pathways interact to determine the motility and chemotaxis phenotype. Capping protein binds to the growing barbed ends of actin filaments to prevent further elongation. In invasive tumor cells, the patterns of regulation of genes of the capping protein pathway exhibit an antagonistic relationship similar to that seen in the cofilin pathway, where expression of both stimulatory and inhibitory branches are up-regulated together. The expression of the capping protein is increased by 2-fold. In addition, genes that antagonize capping protein function such as phosphoinositide-3-kinase γ110, Cdc42, the type II α isoform of PIP5K and MENA/EVL (16) are up-regulated.

Both the cofilin and capping protein pathways converge on the Arp2/3 complex. Because the expression of key branches of both pathways are up-regulated, it is interesting that the expression of several subunits of the Arp2/3 complex (the p16 and p21 subunits) are also greatly up-regulated in invasive cells, as is the expression of the upstream stimulator of the Arp2/3 complex, Cdc42. Cdc42 regulates neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP), which induces actin polymerization by activating Arp2/3 complex (17). Elevated expression of Cdc42, as observed in invasive cells, in combination with the elevated expression of Arp2/3 complex (Fig. 3A), will lead to increased invadopod production and cell invasion (18, 19). Cofilin and Arp2/3 complex synergistically contribute to the nucleation of a dendritic array both in vitro (20) and in vivo (21). This synergy results from the amplification of the Arp2/3 complex’s nucleation activity by cofilin’s severing...
activity, which creates barbed ends that elongate to form newly polymerized actin filaments that stimulate the activity of the Arp2/3 complex (20). This synergistic amplification of the Arp2/3 complex activity has been proposed to explain the ability of cofilin to determine sites of protrusion and cell direction in uncaging experiments (22). Cofilin has also been found to amplify and stabilize N-WASP–generated invadopods, suggesting that the synergistic interaction between the cofilin and Arp2/3 complex pathways described above is at work during invasion (19, 22).

A gene in which expression is strongly down-regulated in invasive cells from the PyMT tumors is ZBP1. This is consistent with our previous study of MTLn3 cell–line–derived tumors where ZBP1 was found to be down-regulated in invasive cells, consistent with its strong metastasis suppression activity (7). The invasion and metastasis suppression activity of ZBP1 seem to result from its ability to suppress the chemotaxis of cancer cells by maintaining them as polarized epithelial cells. ZBP1 may determine the sites in cells where the Arp2/3 complex, capping protein, and cofilin pathways converge to define the leading edge and, therefore, cell polarity by controlling the sites of targeting of β-actin and Arp 2/3 subunit mRNA, and the location of β-actin protein that is the common downstream effector of these pathways (23).

Cofilin pathway-associated changes in cell behavior and gene expression are conserved in both rat and mouse mammary tumors. It is of particular significance that the genes coding for both the stimulatory (SSH1) and inhibitory parts (PAK1, LIMK1) of the cofilin pathway are up-regulated in invasive tumor cells of PyMT tumors (Fig. 3A; Table 1). This pattern of up-regulation of antagonistic effectors was seen before in both the MTLn3 cell–derived rat mammary tumors, where both cofilin 1 and LIMK 1, which are antagonistic to each other’s effects on the output of the cofilin pathway, were up-regulated (7). However, the regulated genes are slightly different in these two types of invasive tumor cells. Invasive cells from MTLn3 tumors have EGF receptors (EGFR) and cofilin up-regulated on the stimulatory side and rho–associated coiled-coil containing protein kinase 1 and LIM kinase up-regulated on the inhibitory side, whereas invasive cells from PyMT tumors have phospholipase C (PLC) and SSH up-regulated on the stimulatory side and PAK1 and LIM kinase up-regulated on the inhibitory side.

The up-regulation of genes that both increase and decrease cofilin pathway activity in invasive tumor cells in response to EGF stimulation is critical in the mechanism of chemotaxis to EGF by tumor cells (9, 13). It is the local stimulation of cofilin activity by PLC and SSH and the simultaneous global inhibition of cofilin by LIM kinase that allows amplification and sensing of the EGF gradient during chemotaxis in tumor cells (13). The simultaneous local activation and global inhibition of the cofilin pathway generate a sharp transient of actin polymerization facing the EGF stimulus (13, 14). This is measured as a transient of free actin filament barbed ends, and this can be used as a reliable measure of the output of the cofilin pathway and is directly correlated with invasive and metastatic potential (9).

To determine if the antagonistic pattern of gene expression in the cofilin pathway seen in invasive cells from PyMT tumors results in the elevation of cofilin pathway activity as was seen in invasive cells from cell line–derived tumors, although slightly different patterns of genes were regulated, we measured the EGF-induced early barbed end transient in invasive tumor cells from PyMT primary tumors as described previously (9). The number of barbed ends in invasive tumor cells was compared with the number of barbed ends generated in response to EGF in the FACS sorted general population of tumor cells from the same primary tumors (9). The results show that the EGF-induced cofilin-dependent early transient of barbed ends is selectively increased in the invasive tumor cell population, indicating that the cofilin pathway regulating the early transient has increased activity (Fig. 3C). This is the same result that was seen in invasive tumor cells from MTLn3 tumors (9).

These results are remarkable because they illustrate that the same strategy for chemotaxis to EGF is employed by invasive tumor cells in tumors with different genetic origins and histologic phenotype, and that different genes in the same pathway can be altered to achieve the same phenotype. This result emphasizes that it is the activity of the pathway as a whole and not the change in expression of any one particular gene that determines the invasive and metastatic phenotype of the tumor. This has important implications for the future interpretation of expression profiling results. Furthermore, because certain pathways within the invasion signatures of both rat and mouse mammary tumors are conserved in their regulation, such pathways are prime candidates as targets for the treatment of tumor cell invasion and metastasis.
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